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Conditions are given under which members of a class of uniformly bounded 
solutions to the Cauchy problem associated with equations of the form 
Mu,, - Nu = F, in Hilbert space, depend continuously on perturbations of 
the initial geometry; our results generalize a similar theorem of Knops and 
Payne for classical solutions to initial-boundary value problems in linear 
elastodynamics. 
Let H be a real Hilbert space with inner product <, > and let T > 0 be a 
fixed real number. We consider the initial-value problem 
M $ - Nu = S(t), 0 -<, t < I’, 
UC.9 0) = f(.), g (., 0) == g(.>, 
(1.1) 
in H, where M and N are time-independent linear operators which are defined 
on a dense subset D C H; it is not required that these maps are bounded but we 
do require that N be symmetric and that M be positive-definite and self-adjoint. 
In (l.l), u(., t) is an H-valued function of t which belongs to Cl([O, T); H); it 
will be assumed that u(., t) and (au/at) (., t) take their values in D, that Mu, 
M(~u/~t), Nu, and N(&/&) all belong to C([O, T); H) and that 2u/~t2 and 
M(a2u/i?t2) exist almost everywhere on [0, T). The domain of u(., t), for each 
fixed t E [0, T), is some arbitrary topological space which we denote, say, by J. 
Finally, f, g: J- H are arbitrary continuous functions which specify the initial 
values, at time t = 0, of u and au/at, respectively, and 9: (0, T) + H. 
We are interested in solutions u(., t) of (1 .I) which belong to the class ~2’ 
of uniformly bounded functions where 
and 
A = {v E C1([O, T), H) 1 () v 11; < M2, for some real M] 
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for any t, 0 < t < T. In fact, it has been demonstrated in [I] that several of the 
continuous dependence results of Knops and Payne [2], for classical solutions 
of initial-boundary value problems in linear elastodynamics, may be extended to 
the abstract system (1.1); in particular, we have the following result 
THEOREM (Bloom [ 11). Let u be a solution of (I. 1) which satisfies homogeneous 
initial conditions and belongs to the class A?. Then, if M is invertible, there exist 
constants K and L and a function 6: [0, T) * [0, 1) such that 
11 u 11,” < KL2” 11 M-W /);(l-‘), O<t<T. U-2) 
Remark. To prove the above theorem we proceed in a manner analogous to 
that of [2] and define 
We then prove that log[etZ/Tp(t)] is a convex function on [0, T), i.e., that 
F(d2F/dt2) - (dF/dt)2 >, -T-F f or 0 < t < T; the theorem then follows 
from Jensen’s inequality. 
One result of [2] which we had not previously been able to carry over to the 
abstract system (1.1) was a theorem which states, essentially, that solutions of 
(l.l), which lie in A, depend continuously in the j/(.)Jll norm on perturbations 
of the initial geometry (in a sense which we will soon make precise); the reader 
can easily check that the problem with carrying over directly the result of [2] 
on perturbations of initial geometry lies with the fact that we lack the equivalent 
of a mean-value theorem for integrals of Hilbert-space valued (or even vector- 
space valued) functions. This difficulty may, however, be partially circum- 
vented by taking appropriate dot products. Thus, let X: J + R+ be a nonnegative 
continuous function on /, which satisfies SUP,,~ / x(r)/ < 6 for some (small) 
6 > 0, and let II* be a solution of (1 .ll) f or which initial data is prescribed as 
follows: 
UX(., -x(.1> = fC.1, (WW (., -x(.)1 = tit(.). 
If we set uE = ux - u, where u satisfies (1. II) and (1.1,) then, clearly, u’ is a 
solution of (1.1 r) with S = 0, and moreover, 
utc(., 0) = utq., 0) - Ui(., 0) 






u’(., 0) = uq-, 0) - U(‘, 0) 
= uq., 0) - UX(‘, -x(.)) 
== x(e) g(.) -k j-“‘.’ -q(@u”/aT2) dq. 
0 
(1.4) 
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We now assume that ue E A for e sufficiently small and we define 
[Ale] (., t) = Jot (t - 7) UT., 7) d7, 0 2:; t < T. 
It is a simple matter to check that Au’ is a solution of (1 .ll), (1 .I& for which 
f = g EZ 0 and 9 G 9~ z M[t . u,c(O) + u’(O)]. We may, therefore, apply 
the theorem of [l] to deduce that 
However, with &P/2 defined and symmetric, Schwarz’s inequality yields 
(u’(O), M.Q~(O)) < /I uC(0)l/, I! u,~(O)[~* ,I and therefore 
iI M-?F li”T < (T31’3) I/ ut’(O)!l: + T”(!I u’(O)ll*) (Ii u,‘(O)j!,) i T Ij u’(O)lI~. 
< K(T) max(li u;(W”, 3 I! u’@)ll”,~ 
where K(T) = (T3/3) + T2 + T. Setting 
R(T) = sup KL~*(~)K( T)‘-a(t) 
t0.T) 
we obtain from (1.5) 
,: Au’ I!: -<, k(T) [m=tli utV)ll% , II ~‘(0)112*~11-“, O<t<T. (1.6) 
We can now use (1 S) to obtain the following corollary to the theorem of [I], 
i.e., to (1.2): 
COROLLARY. Suppose that, for all E sufficiently small, u” E & and jjxgjj 3 
(1 + 6) /’ u,~(O)]] . Then if either ICI is bounded in the strong operator topology 
generated by il(.)\l or M is unbounded but both lim,,, !I A&(O)(l and lim,,, jl Mu,c(OJ 
are jkite, it foZlows that, for each t E [O, T), lim,,, I] Au6 Jlt = 0. 
Proof. We begin by taking the dot product of (I.%) with u’(O), i.e., 
1’ u’(o)i’2 = x<g, u’(O)) + 61’) 7 (u’(O), F) d7. 
For a given x: J+ R+ and fixed E > 0, 
(I .7) 
Lye, x; 7) -= (u’(O), (&s~/O7f)) 
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is a continuous function of 7, a.e., on [0, T). Thus we may apply the standard 
mean-value theorem to the integral in (1.7) to get 
where -x < nX < 0, on J, and where we have made use of (1.3) in going from 
(1 A,) to (1.8s). Therefore, as 1 7x 1 < 1 x I < E, everywhere on J 
or 
II u6(wa G E II g II II uwl + 6 II U’P)ll /I W(O)ll 
II ucP)ll G 4 g II + II Ut’W). (1.9) 
Now, take the dot product of (1.4) with g so as to get 
<fh U’(O)) = x II g II2 + L-+) 7 (g, $q d7p (1.10) 
Then a(~, x; 7) = (g, a2uX/an2) is a continuous function of 7, a.e., on [0, T) 
so there exists a function +jX , with -x < ii, < 0 everywhere on J, such that 
Therefore, 
(Es u’(W = x II g II2 + +7x (9. s,““’ g 4) 
= x II g II2 - %<!s %‘PD. 
(1.11) 
II g II II 69ll 3 <g, UV)) 
3 I x I II g II2 - I +jx I I<fz, WWI (1.12) 
a I x I II g II2 - E II EC IIII %wll 
where we have made repeated use of the Schwarz inequality; note, also, that 
1 +jX 1 < I x / < E on J. Clearly, (1.12) implies that 
so that 
II u’m 2 I x I II g II - E /I wc4ll (1.13) 
II U~(O)ll 3 (1 + 4 II mvll - E II w(O)ll 
= II utw 
(1.14) 
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by virtue of the hypothesis of the corollary. From (1.9) we then get 
11 ut’(O>Il < 1; u’(O)!I < 4 g II -t II w(o)l; 
or 
from which it is immediate that 
Lii I/ u,t(o)(: == 0. 
(1.15) 
(1.16) 
Using (1.16) and (1.9), we easily see that 
also and the corollary now follows directly from (1.Q2 QED. 
*Vote n&&d in proof. An extended version of the results in [l] will appear soon in this 
Journal [3]. In [3] we take M = idD but allow N to be time-dependent; we obtain, 
among other results, a continuous dependence theorem similar to the result obtained 
above. 
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